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Save on Popular Tours with our Explorer Savings Event
Explore by destination save up to $500 per person on popular tours.
Canada
US National Parks
Europe
Fall Foliage
Alaska
Rail & River Cruise

	Canada
	US National Parks
	Europe
	Fall Foliage
	Alaska
	Rail & River Cruise
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Heritage Tour
Save up to $300
 
Canadian Rockies by Rail
[image: 4.3 stars](149 reviews)
2024MayJunJulAugSepOct
2025MayJunJulAugSepOct
7 days from
$2,339 pp $2,239 pp
View Details
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Heritage Tour
Save up to $300
 
Canadian Rockies Featuring Banff & Lake Louise
[image: 4.7 stars](83 reviews)
2024MayJunJulAugSepOct
2025AprMayJunJulAug...
7 days from
$3,478 pp
View Details
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NEW
Save up to $500
 
Highlights of French Canada and Nova Scotia
2024JulAugOct
2025JulAugOct
8 days from
$3,195 pp $2,995 pp
View Details
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Save up to $500
 
Wonders of Canada & the Rocky Mountaineer 
2024AugSep
2025MayJunAugSep
13 days from
$6,395 pp
View Details
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Save up to $300
 
Exploring Western Canada
[image: 4.4 stars](38 reviews)
2024MayJunJulAugSepOct
2025MayJunJulAugSepOct
8 days from
$4,480 pp $4,280 pp
View Details
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NEW
Save up to $300
 
Fall Colors of Eastern Canada Rail & Cruise
2024Oct
2025Oct
13 days from
$4,295 pp $3,995 pp
View Details
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Save up to $300
 
Canadian Rail Adventure
[image: 4.5 stars](54 reviews)
2024MayJunJulAugSep
2025MayJunJulAugSep
12 days from
$7,034 pp $6,734 pp
View Details
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Save up to $300
 
Canada Coast to Coast
[image: 4.7 stars](18 reviews)
2024MayJunJulAugSep
2025MayJunJulAugSep
17 days from
$9,004 pp $8,704 pp
View Details




View all Canada trips

View Offers on Popular Destinations Around the World

Celebrate our 20th Year of Tour Expertise with last-minute
offers on 2024 travel and special early booking offers on select
global tours in 2025.

[image: alt]Independent Canada: Selling Out SoonExplore Now

[image: alt]Exclusive Fall Foliage Series: Book NowExplore Now

 
[image: alt]Last Chance on Escorted Trips to US & CanadaExplore Now

[image: alt]Still Time to Book a European VacationExplore Now

 
[image: alt]River Cruise Deals for 2024 & 2025Explore Now

[image: alt]Explore the Globe in 2025: Early Booking OfferExplore Now

 


Ways to travel with us 

 



[image: Rocky Mountaineer GoldLeaf Class]Escorted Rail Tours

Capture the awe of destinations near and far, wrapping yourself
in their cultures each step of the way and discovering how
traveling alongside a group and Tour Manager can open your eyes to
experiences like never before. 

View
more



 
[image: River Cruise in Europe]River Cruises

Revel in the romance of yesteryear while traveling exceptional
rail routes and legendary waterways, the combination of which
unveils culture-rich cities, breathtaking landscapes, and wonders
you have only dreamed of previously.

View
more



 
[image: Couple on vacation]Independent Vacations

All of the excellent itineraries and immersive experiences
Vacations By Rail is known for, but at your own pace, Independent
Tours are perfect for the traveler whose spirit of adventure needs
no guide.

View
more



 



Why Choose Vacations by Rail?
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For more than 20 years, we have been the trusted experts on rail
travel, from the United States and Canada to all round the
world.

Why choose Vacations by Rail:

	Discover thoughtfully planned independent and escorted
itineraries.
	Count on our dedicated rail specialists to guide you
through questions and bookings.
	Choose from the biggest selection of rail vacations and
cruises.
	Benefit from our 20 years of experience in the travel
industry.
	Receive an exclusive flight quote to pair with your
vacation.




 



North America's Leading Supplier of Train Vacations and the Trusted Authority on Rail
[image: Largest Collection of Vacation Packages]Largest Collection of Vacation Packages
Choose from hundreds of custom itineraries for escorted, independent, and river cruise vacations to destinations around the world.

[image: Expert Customer Service]Expert Customer Service
Experience outstanding customer service and destination expertise from our dedicated rail specialists. 

[image: Trusted by Customers]Trusted by Customers
Our vacations and services have earned top ratings from over 2,500 satisfied customers on Trustpilot.


See what customers are saying about our Vacations and River Cruises
Excellent
[image: 4.5 stars]
Based on 3,234 reviews
[image: TrustPilot logo]
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Prefer to browse our brochures

Take your time browsing through our amazing range of
destinations. Order one of
our free vacation brochures.


Order brochure

 



Expert Advice & Vacation Inspiration
View articles

 

Your vacation planning starts here. Get pro travel tips, learn
about iconic trains and sought-after destinations, and gather
inventive ideas for your next rail journey.     
           



 



 

Sign up to our newsletter
Receive the latest tours, offers, and inspirational travel content right in your inbox

Subscribe
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